
Category: Tactical: Defensive principles
Difficulty: Moderate

Am-Club: North Shore Girls Soccer Club
Colin Miller, abbotsford, Canada

2v2/3v3/4v4 defending - counter attack in to small goals

Description
very good exercise for all levels of players - basic principles of defending 2v2 - one to the ball the other drop off

Organization - two equal teams - a collection of pumped up
footballs - one keeper
Field Set up - width of the 18yd box to 36 yds long - make the grid
longer as you add players
Detail - the keeper serves the ball to one of the attacking players
(red) - the two blue defenders now push forward and close the
space down as quickly as possible - we are now looking at the
nearest blue defender to the ball to angle their run inside slightly
so we can start to push the attacking player wide - the second
defender (covering)player drops back slightly so as not to be
square with the first pressing defender - if the attacker passes to
their teamate the defender must stay with this player if they run
forward(we will use the term stay with the runner)- basically one to
the ball - one drop off
- if the defenders win the ball they can quickly counter attack and
pass the ball into either of the two small goals - repeat three times
for each defender then change sides so the redds now become
the defenders

Screen 1 (20 mins)

Organization - same set up as screen 1 - now we have added an
extra attacker and defender
Field Set up - same field size - width of the 18yd box to 36yds long
Detail - the defending principles now are one to the ball, two drop
off and cover - the first pressure defender pushes the attacker to
the outside with an angled approach to the ball - the second and
third defender drop off and tuck in slightly - both covering
defenders must be able to see the ball and the players they will be
defending against - if the defenders win the ball they can counter
attack quickly into either small goal
Progressions - we can also now show the attacker inside as long
as the ball is a good distance away from our goal - the same
principles apply - stay with your runner after they have passed the
ball - we can pass players on if it is a good distance from our goal
- must be tight and have good pressure on the ball -if you have
committed to pressing the player in possession you must go all
the way! it will be up to the other players on your team to adjust to
this movement
Competencies - have an awareness of when to press the ball and
when to drop off - be able to match a runner after they have passed the ball - be aware of the attackers running on the opposite side of
the ball ie if the ball is on our left hand side, what is happening over my right shoulder - must be able to see the ball and the player I'm
marking

Screen 2

Organization - grid is now width of the 18yd box by 40/45 yds long -
good supply of pumped up footballs
Field Set up - there are now 4 defenders vs 4 attackers - plus a
keepr
Detail - as in the previous two slides the focus is on the defending
team getting up to the ball as early as possible - the defending
principles now are one to the ball pressing, we have cover,
support and balance from the defending players behind - the
defenders should push up in a straight line - try not to cross over
as it becomes confusing - if the defending team wins the ball they
can counter attack into the small goals- after each group of four
has had their turn they go back to their goal line and a new group
of defenders and attackers come on to the pitch - four times
through as a defender then the group switches ends
Progressions - add another attacker to make it 5v4 in favour of the
attackers
Competencies - disciplined fast angled approach to the ball - do
not dive in to the challenge - do not force or play offside!!

Screen 3
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